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Abstract: We study the thermodynamics of a self-gravitating system of neutral fermions at
nite temperature and analyze its backreaction in an asymptotically AdS space. We evaluate
numerically the free entropy as a function of temperature, and perform a stability analysis
applying the simpler and powerful graphical method referred as the Katz criterion. We
found that for highly-enough degenerate fermionic solutions, the onset of thermodynamic
instability arises, though prior to the turning point on the mass as a function of the central
density. Our results for nite temperature fermions provide a novel and more general way
to study the connement to deconnement phase transition in the holographic eld theory,







The thermodynamics of self-gravitating systems is a fascinating subject with more than 50
years of related research [13]. The particularity introduced by the long range and unshielded
nature of gravitational force is that equilibrium states become non-homogeneous, and the resulting
thermodynamics is not extensive [3]. Indeed, due to the nonadditivity of the energy in the presence
of long range interactions, there is an inequivalence of ensembles in self-gravitating systems [1, 4],
contrasting with the more traditional thermodynamics of gases or plasmas. In particular, the
thermodynamic properties of a self-gravitating neutral fermionic uid, or neutron star, were rst
described in [5] within Newtonian gravity, and many years later within general relativity in [6].
The availability of more powerful numerical resources in recent years, allowed for a more detailed
description of the dierent phases and their thermodynamic stability in dierent ensembles [3, 7,
8]. Regarding the dynamical equilibrium, the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volko equations [911] for a
perfect fermionic uid at nite temperature, present a rich set of solutions as a function of the
central temperature and the central degeneracy [13]. The dynamical stability of such systems was
rst studied in [12]. Such states develop a massive core - diluted halo structure as the central
degeneracy is increased at xed central temperature (see [3, 7] for the case of Newtonian gravity,
and [8, 14] for the general relativistic setup), until the central core reaches the critical point of
gravitational collapse [15].
These general relativistic studies have phenomenological as well as theoretical applications. From
the phenomenological perspective, in [8] such fermionic mass distributions were used to model
massive stars such as red giants or supernova with a possible subsequent collapse to a black hole in
the latter. On the other hand in [1622] the core - halo congurations where used to model dark
matter halos in galaxies, providing rotation curves that are well tted to observations, while the
central core is able to mimic the massive black hole at the galactic centers for KeV particle masses.
From the theoretical side on the other hand, in [23] an AdS asymptotics was imposed, in order to
interpret the system as a holographic neutron star [24, 25], and scalar correlators of the dual eld
theory were calculated.
In this work, we explore the AdS construction, with emphasis on the thermodynamic stability
of the fermion gas, using the rigorous stability criterion rst developed by Katz [26] for classical
self-gravitating systems in at space. The main results presented on [23] were that (i) the core-halo
proles also show up in the AdS case, and (ii) the scalar correlators of the boundary theory develop
a swallow tail structure as the central degeneracy in increased. Here, we explore further this
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system, with particular interest in its thermodynamic instabilities.
Our main goal is to calculate the grand canonical potential and free entropy of the AdS solutions
and to express them as a function of the boundary temperature and chemical potential - instead of
the central quantities. Our main result is to identify characteristic features of the unstable regions
that can be used as proxies to diagnose instability in this kind of systems. We show that the turning
point on the mass as a function of the central density occurs inside the unstable regions.
We concentrate in the holographic approach, in which the gravitational solution is not intended
to represent a real astrophysical object, but is used instead as a calculational device to obtain
information on the strongly coupled conformal eld theory dened on the holographic boundary.
In this context, the neutron star solution is dual to a highly degenerate fermionic state of the
boundary eld theory [24, 25]. Since it asymptotes global AdS, the boundary theory lives on a nite
volume sphere. This is in contrast with the planar congurations studied in [2729], in which the
boundary theory is dened in a two-dimensional at Euclidean space. In the holographic context,
the gravitational collapse of the bulk solution is interpreted as the connement to deconnement
phase transition of the boundary fermions. Thus, our results provide a novel and more general
way to study such phase transition of the boundary theory, while generalizing former conclusions
developed for systems at zero temperature and/or innite volume.
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II. THE BULK PERSPECTIVE
We work on the neutron star background in asymptotically globally AdS spacetime, originally
constructed in [24, 25] and extended to nite temperature in [23].
A. Building the bulk state: a self-gravitating uid at nite temperature
In this section, we sketch the steps of the construction of the corresponding bulk state, originally
published in the aforementioned references. For the reader's convenience, we include the detailed
derivation in Appendix A.
We want to solve Einstein equations with a stationary spherically symmetric and asymptotically















where L is the AdS length, dΩ22 = dϑ
2 + sin2ϑ dϕ2 is a two-sphere, and the dimensionless mass












1− 2M̃r + r2
, (2)
in terms of the uid dimensionless density ρ̃ and pressure P̃ , that are obtained from the expressions






















where γ2 is a coupling constant. Here the local dimensionless temperature T̃ and chemical potential



















µ̃ = constant . (4)
By expanding the equations (2) around the center of the conguration r = 0, we obtain the
boundary conditions that correspond to a regular metric, in the form
M̃(0) = 0, χ(0) = 0,
T̃ (0) = T̃0, µ̃(0) = µ̃0 ≡ Θ0T̃0 + 1. (5)
Here Θ0 is called the central degeneracy, and we used it as a way to parameterize the central
chemical potential. Families of solutions are then indexed by the parameters (T̃0,Θ0, γ
2).
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B. Probing the bulk state: scattering of an Euclidean massive particle
In order to probe the resulting gravitational background, we study massive space-like geodesics
starting and ending at the AdS boundary. The details of the derivation are given in Appendix IIIA,
since they were previously discussed in [23].
We focus in geodesics starting at a very large radius rε, falling into the geometry up to a minimum
radius r∗, and then bouncing back into the asymptotic region. The time t is kept xed, and the












For r∗ = 0 we have no scattering and then ∆ϕ = π. On the other hand in the limit of very large
r∗ we get ∆ϕ = 0, implying a backward scattering. In the intermediate region, the behavior of
∆ϕ can be either monotonic or non-monotonic. In the last case, the same angle ∆ϕ is spanned by
geodesics with dierent values of the minimum approach radius r∗.
FIG. 1. We study the scattering problem of a massive Euclidean particle entering the geometry from innity,
approaching the neutron star up to a tip radius r∗, and then moving again to the asymptotic region, spanning
an angle ∆ϕ.
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C. Results from the bulk perspective
We solved numerically the above system of equations (2)-(4) with boundary conditions (5) by
using a Mathematica routine. We explored the (T̃0,Θ0) plane for a xed value of γ
2. At each point,
we evaluated the function (6) determining whether the angle ∆ϕ is a monotonic function of r∗.
The results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
At positive enough central degeneracy Θ0 ' 10 and suciently small central temperature T̃0,
the density proles have a well dened core-halo structure as exemplied in Fig. 2, in complete
analogy with the asymptotically at space [3, 7, 8, 14, 16, 20]. For such range of parameters, the
highly-dense core is supported by degeneracy pressure while the outer halo (or diluted atmosphere)
is hold against gravity by thermal pressure. The halo ends at a sharp edge at which the boundary
of the star is reached, thanks to the overall AdS inward-pressure term. As the central temperature
is increased at xed central degeneracy, the compacity of the central core increases, until the
critical temperature T̃ cr0 of the turning point is reached. Interestingly, above such critical value,
e.g. T̃ cr0 ≈ 10−2 for Θ0 = 30, the outer halo region (just before the sharp edge) as well as the inner
dense-core develop a power law morphology analogously as found in the asymptotically at case
[13]. The presence of a gravitational collapse to a singularity is evidenced through the sucient
condition of a local maximum of the total mass as a function of the central density (see the examples
of Θ0 = 30, 50 in Fig. 2) [30]. Its existence is typical of any relativistic self-gravitating system of
fermions, as shown in [25] within the fully degenerate limit (T̃ → 0) in AdS, and in [15] or [23] for
the more general nite-temperature cases either in at space, or AdS respectively. Remarkably, by
increasing further the central temperature, a non-monotonic behaviour on the Euclidean geodesics
appears (see Fig. 2). This result was not known from the recent related work [23] by the authors,
since only T̃0 . T̃ cr0 values were there explored.
At negative central degeneracy Θ0 < 0, the fermions are in the Boltzmannian regime of the
Fermi-Dirac distribution, thus the star is fully supported by thermal pressure (for xed AdS length).
In this case the proles have no core, but just an overall diluted density prole with an inner constant
value followed by a smooth transition towards the sharp edge, for small enough central temperature
T̃0, see Fig. 3. As the central temperature is increased, the star gets more extended and massive,
with an outer region, just before the sharp edge, developing a power law trend with a mild (non
degeneracy-supported) core at the center. Such morphological density prole behavior resembles
somehow the Θ0 > 10 case, and imply a non-monotonic trend of the geodesics. At some point,
T̃0 would reach the critical temperature for gravitational collapse, though such value is above our
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maximum parameter-space coverage e.g. T̃0 < 10
−1, and certainly close to the ultra relativistic
regime T̃0 ∼ 1. Consequently, in the total mass vs. central density plots the maximum is not
reached, see Fig. 3.
These results can be summarized in a phase diagram as shown in Fig. 7. The power law
behavior at the boundary of the density prole, as well as the non-monotonic behavior on the
geodesics, appear at intermediate degeneracies and high enough temperatures. Remarkably, this
can be linked with the holographic perspective physics, as explicited in section III below.
The fact that T̃ cr0 is considerably larger for negative to small central degeneracies respect to the
Θ0 > 10 case discussed above, is understood in terms of the maximum possible pressure holding
the star against gravity. While in the rst scenario the fermions needs to be close to the ultra-
relativistic regime for the thermal pressure to acquire its maximum value, in the later, is the fully
degeneracy limit, given by Θ0  1 for low enough T̃0, the one halting gravity before the collapse.
Moreover, it can be shown that while the critical mass for collapse is LogM̃ cr ≈ −6 in the highly
degenerate cases, see Fig. 2, it starts to grow above this value for lower and lower Θ0 showing the
temperature eects, in complete analogy to asymptotically at case [15]. Finally, for positive and
small central degeneracies 0 . Θ0 . 10, the fermions are in a semi-degenerate regime developing a
mild core - diluted halo behaviour, though the core does not fulll the quantum degeneracy condition
λB > 3l, with λB the thermal de-Broglie wavelength and l the interparticle mean distance, as rst
































































FIG. 2. Plots of the solutions corresponding to Θ0 = 50 (rst set of three plots) and Θ0 = 30 (second set
of three plots) for dierent values of T̃0. Up-left: logarithmic plot of the density prole as a function of the
radius. The density has a dense core and a diluted halo that decreases sharply at the boundary of the star
for low temperatures, while for T̃0 > T̃
cr
0 it takes a power law form. Up-right: the angle ∆ϕ between the
incident and scattered direction of a massive Euclidean geodesic. For the proles with a power law decay,
it grows into values bigger than π, as can be seen in the inset. Down-left: the total mass M̃ as a function
of the central density. We see that there is a local maximum, approximately at the same temperatures at



























































FIG. 3. Plots of the solutions corresponding to Θ0 = −10 (rst set of three plots) and Θ0 = −15 (second set
of three plots) for dierent values of T̃0. Up-left: logarithmic plot of the density prole as a function of the
radius. The density has a plateau and decreases sharply at the boundary of the star for low temperatures,
while for higher temperatures it takes a power law form. Up-right: the angle ∆ϕ between the incident
and scattered direction of a massive Euclidean geodesic. For the proles with a power law decay, it grows
into values bigger than π. Down-left: the total mass M̃ as a function of the central density. We see that
there is no special feature at the temperatures at which the power law behavior of the star edge and the
non-monotonic ∆ϕ show up, the maximum of the mass appearing at much higher temperatures.
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III. THE HOLOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVE
From the holographic point of view, the system under study corresponds to a degenerate
fermionic state on a conformal eld theory dened on a sphere. The boundary value of the lo-
cal chemical potential acts as a source for the particle number operator in the boundary theory. It
can be thus identied with the boundary chemical potential. On the other hand, the bulk temper-
ature sets the Euclidean length of the thermal circle. When approaching the boundary, such length
denes the boundary temperature. In consequence, the holographic CFT state is dened at nite
chemical potential [24] and nite temperature [23]. For that reason, in this section we study the
corresponding thermodynamics in the grand canonical ensemble [31].
To study the thermodynamic stability, the Katz criterion was used in [3, 7] in the framework of
self gravitating fermions in Newtonian gravity, and in [8, 14] for the general relativistic case. Here
we employ it in the asymptotically AdS holographic setup.
A. Building the boundary state: the grand canonical potential
a. The on shell action: The grand canonical potential Ω(µ, T ) is calculated according to
Ω(µ̃, T̃ ) = mT̃ SEon−shell , (7)
where T̃ and µ̃ are the dimensionless boundary temperature and chemical potential respectively,
obtained as the asymptotic values of the corresponding bulk functions. The magnitude SEon−shell
is the Euclidean action obtained by a Wick rotation tE = it of the gravitational and perfect uid













By evaluating these terms on the solution, we get











2 r2(ρ̃+ P̃ )
)
, (9)
where M̃ and ν∞ correspond to the asymptotic value of the M̃(r) and ν(r) respectively.
The on shell action is a natural function of the central parameters T̃0 and Θ0. Since we are
interested in the boundary physics, we want to write it as a parametric function of the boundary
quantities T̃ and µ̃, which depend on T̃0 and µ̃0 according to (4). Since the dependence is parametric,
there is a chance that Ω(T̃ , µ̃) is not single-valued. This situation is somewhat frequent in self
gravitating systems, and we will discuss the issue in more detail below.
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b. Stability analysis: Since the grand canonical potential might be multi-valued, we need a
criterion to determine which of its many branches corresponds to a stable phase of the boundary
theory at a given temperature T̃ and chemical potential µ̃. We use the Katz stability criterion, that
we sketch below.
We start with the entropy S and dene the grand canonical free entropy as







such that its derivative with respect to 1/T̃ gives minus the mass −M̃ of the conguration. Next
we assume that Φ(T̃ , µ̃) can be extended away from the equilibrium conguration into a function
Φext(qi, T̃ , µ̃) that depends on the generalized coordinates qi that parameterize the deviation from
equilibrium. A simple example of such generalized coordinates can be given in the non-gravitational
case, in which the equilibrium state is homogeneous. Any local thermodynamic quantity, such as
the temperature or chemical potential, can then be decomposed into Fourier modes. Thus, aside
from the constant contribution, the amplitude of any higher mode parameterizes the deviation from
homogeneity and can be identied with one of the qi. In the self-gravitating case, the equilibrium
state is given by the inhomogeneous solution obtained in section IIA. Any deformation of the cor-
responding local thermodynamic quantities moves the system out of equilibrium. By decomposing
these deformations in a suitable basis, we get the generalized coordinates qi. In any case, for the
derivation below an explicit identication of the qi is not needed, being enough to acknowledge
that they exist. The equilibrium states are stationary points of the extended grand canonical free
entropy Φext.
∂iΦ
ext(qi, T̃ , µ̃) = 0 . (11)
We can write the equilibrium solutions of this equation as qi = qi(T̃ , µ̃), and recover the equilibrium
grand canonical free entropy as
Φ(T̃ , µ̃) = Φext(qi(T̃ , µ̃), T̃ , µ̃). (12)
Since the derivative of Φ(T̃ , µ̃) with respect to the inverse temperature 1/T̃ at xed µ̃/T̃ gives
minus the mass −M̃ , we can dene an extended mass function as −M̃ ext = ∂1/T̃Φ
ext(qi, T̃ , µ̃). Using
(11) and (12) we can show that the equilibrium mass reads
−M̃(T̃ , µ̃) = −M̃ ext
(
qi(T̃ , µ̃), T̃ , µ̃
)
. (13)
A derivative of this equation then gives





ext ∂1/T̃ qi . (14)
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The second term can be rearranged by using the implicit function theorem in (11), to get








We can parameterize the deformation away from equilibrium with coordinates qi such that the
matrix ∂i∂jΦ
ext is diagonal, as








where qi is now the direction in the deformation space characterized by the eigenvalue λi of the
matrix ∂i∂jΦ
ext. When any of such eigenvalues, say λ, is close enough to zero, it dominates the
right hand side of equation (16), resulting in





The crucial observation is that the sign of the eigenvalue is opposite to the sign of the expression
−∂1/T̃ M̃ . Since this is valid whenever λ is approaching zero, the derivative is diverging at such
points. In conclusion, whenever the plot of −M̃ versus 1/T̃ at constant µ̃/T̃ has a vertical asymp-
tota, the slope of the curve at each side of the asymptota is opposite to the sign of the eigenvalue
of ∂i∂jΦ
ext that is approaching zero at that temperature.
In a stable or meta-stable equilibrium state, the grand canonical free entropy Φext is a maximum.
This implies that all the eigenvalues of ∂i∂jΦ
ext are negative. As we move the inverse temperature at
xed µ̃/T̃ , the system evolves and the plot −M̃ versus 1/T̃ eventually reaches a vertical asymptota.
Since all the eigenvalues are negative, it approaches it with a positive slope. If at the other side
of the asymptota the slope becomes negative, this implies that one of the eigenvalues changed its
sign, and the system reached an unstable region.
In what follows we identify the stable equilibrium state in which all the eigenvalues are negative
with the diluted congurations, for which the central degeneracy Θ0 is negative. Next, we follow
the −M̃ versus 1/T̃ curve until we reach an asymptota at which the slope changes its sign. For
each change from positive to negative slope, we count a new positive eigenvalue. For each change
from negative to positive slope, we count a new negative eigenvalue. Any region with at least one
positive eigenvalue, is unstable.
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B. Probing the boundary state: the correlator of a scalar operator
The spacelike geodesics we calculated in Section II B can be obtained as the trajectories of
a particle of mass m with an Euclidean worldline, see Appendix C. The corresponding action,
evaluated on shell, reads









Equation (18) gives the on-shell action as a function of the position of the tip of the geodesic r∗.
Equation (6) on the other hand, provides ∆ϕ as a function of the same variable. This allows us to
parametrically plot the the on-shell action as a function of the angular separation. For the cases in
which ∆ϕ is non-monotonic as a function of r∗, the Euclidean particle action becomes multi-valued.
Using the dictionary of the AdS/CFT correspondence [3234], we can now evaluate the two-
point correlator of a scalar operator in the limit of a large conformal dimension ∆ ≡ mL, as the
exponential of minus the absolute minimum of the Euclidean particle action.
C. Results from the holographic perspective
We calculated the grand canonical free entropy Φ(T̃ , µ̃) for our numerical solutions, as well as
their total mass M̃(T̃ , µ̃). The resulting curves are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, where we plot both
magnitudes as functions of the inverse temperature at xed µ̃/T̃ . They are multi-valued functions as
expected from their parametric denitions. Starting from the most negative value of Θ0, identied
as the stable branch, the curves of −M̃ vs. 1/T̃ spirals into a succession of vertical asymptotae in
which the slope changes from positive to negative. This indicates that a succession of eigenvalues
are becoming positive, increasing the degree of instability. At a certain point the process reverses,
and the curve spirals out. Nevertheless, the number of eigenvalues that change back to negative sign
is not enough to restore local stability. At larger Θ0 the curve spirals again into the gravitational
collapse. Thus from the holographic perspective, the instability can be identied as the onset of
the connement to deconnement transition [24, 25] .
We also evaluated the Euclidean particle action (18), whose negative exponential provides the
two-point scalar correlator, for the dierent backgrounds. This is depicted on the left hand side of
Fig. 6. As the boundary temperature is increased, the action becomes multivalued, developing a
swallow tail form. Since the scalar correlator is given by its smaller branch, it develops a non-
vanishing angular derivative at ∆ϕ = π. In Fig. 4 the branches of the free entropy at which the
correlator is multivalued are identied with a dotted line. Interestingly, the swallow tail always
appears after the rst eigenvalue has become positive, i.e. inside an unstable branch.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
In Figs. 4 and 5 we plot the thermodynamic curves corresponding to the grand canonical free
entropy Φ = −Ω/T̃ and minus the mass −M̃ , as functions of 1/T̃ at xed µ̃/T̃ . The central
degeneracy Θ0 plays the role of a parameter. Using the Katz stability criterion, we can dierentiate
between thermodynamically stable and thermodynamically unstable branches. In Fig. 6 we show
the angular span ∆ϕ as a function of the geodesic tip r∗ and the on-shell particle action, whose
negative exponential gives the scalar correlator, as a function of ∆ϕ. It is possible to link all the
dierent features detected in the unstable regions involved in Figs. 2 to 6 by reading from left to
right the phase diagram presented in Fig. 7.
(i) The transition from thermodynamically stable to unstable solutions, manifested by the rst
vertical asymptota in Fig. 4 and 5, always occurs within the diluted regime, i.e. for Θ0 ∼ −20,
for all the constant values of µ̃/T̃ here analyzed. In this regime, density proles have an
abrupt edge, the angular span ∆ϕ is monotonic as a function of the tip position r∗, and the
correlator is well behaved.
The onset of the instability is denoted in Fig. 7 by the separatrix between the orange and
the yellow regions. There, the central temperature T̃0 is well below the critical value T̃
cr
0 at
which the turning point in total mass as a function of the central density shows up. Moreover,
there is no associated change in the features of the density proles and the correlators at the
transition.
(ii) For somewhat larger but still negative Θ0 along any constant µ̃/T̃ curve in Fig. 7, the
unstable solutions enter into the light yellow region, characterized by
(a) Radial density proles with a power law edge, see Fig. 3.
(b) A non-monotonic behavior in the angular span ∆ϕ as a function of the geodesic tip r∗,
see Figs. 3 and 6.
(c) A swallow tail behavior in the scalar correlator as a function of the angular span ∆ϕ,
see Fig. 6.
These features persist up to positive values of Θ0, see Fig. 2. Interestingly, this second
transition occurs for T̃0  T̃ cr0 , and therefore always prior to the turning point in the total
mass as a function of central density.
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(iii) There always exists a Θ0 > 0 along any constant µ̃/T̃ curve in Fig. 7, such that the unstable
solutions leave the light yellow region to re-enter into the yellow one. Remarkably, this third
transition occurs precisely at the critical temperature T̃ cr0 at which the maximum in the total
mass versus the central density shows up, see Fig. 2. The radial density proles recover the
abrupt edge, the angular span ∆ϕ as a function of the geodesic tip r∗ becomes monotonic
again, and the swallow tail behavior in the correlators vanishes.
Such a critical temperature does not occur at any characteristic point in the thermodynamic
curves of Figs. 4 and 5, though certainly after the second vertical asymptota.
(iv) For larger values of Θ0, the thermodynamic curves of Figs. 4 and 5 manifest a second spiral
behavior, similarly to what was observed in the at space case in [14]. This is only visible
in our plots for the cases µ̃/T̃ = 50 and µ̃/T̃ = 80 due to the limitations in the parameter

















FIG. 4. Parametric plot of the grand canonical free entropy Φ (left) and minus the total mass −M̃ (right)
as functions of the inverse boundary temperature 1/T̃ , for a xed value of µ/T̃ = 50 (upper plots) and
µ/T̃ = 80 (bottom plots). The curve starts at negative values of Θ0 where all the eigenvalues are assumed
to be negative (orange line). As the plot on right hand side reaches its rst vertical asymptota, an eigenvalue
changes sign from negative to positive (red line). The process repeats on each vertical asymptota in which
the slope changes from positive to negative. At the center of the spiral (see inset) the process reverses and
the slope starts to change from negative to positive at each vertical asymptota, changing back the sign of
the corresponding eigenvalues. Nevertheless, the stability is not recovered. The dashed line corresponds to
the presence of a swallow tail on the scalar correlators, coinciding with a non-monotonic ∆ϕ, and a power

















FIG. 5. Parametric plot of the grand canonical free entropy Φ (left) and minus the total mass −M̃ (right)
as functions of the inverse boundary temperature 1/T̃ , for a xed value of µ/T̃ = 200 (upper plots) and
µ/T̃ = 400 (bottom plots). The curve starts at negative values of Θ0 where all the eigenvalues are assumed
to be negative (orange line). As the plot on right hand side reaches its rst vertical asymptota, an eigenvalue
changes sign from negative to positive (red line). The process repeats on each vertical asymptota in which
the slope changes from positive to negative. At the center of the spiral (see inset) the process reverses and
the slope starts to change from negative to positive at each vertical asymptota, changing back the signs of
the corresponding eigenvalues. Nevertheless, the stability is not recovered. The dashed line corresponds to
the presence of a swallow tail on the scalar correlators, coinciding with a non-monotonic ∆ϕ, and a power
law edge in the density proles. We see that such behavior always appear in the unstable region.
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FIG. 6. Plots corresponding to Θ0 = 50, Θ0 = 30, Θ0 = −10 and Θ0 = −15 (from top to bottom).
Left: the on-shell Euclidean particle action as a function of the angular span ∆ϕ (the angular domain has
been extended into negative values in order to get a clearer view); a swallow tail structure appears as the
central temperature is increased. The scalar correlator corresponds to the smaller branch of such multivalued
function, implying that it has a non-vanishing derivative at an angular separation of π. Right: the angular
span as a function of the geodesic tip r∗; the non-monotonicity is what originates the swallow tail on the


























FIG. 7. Central temperature T̃0 vs. central degeneracy Θ0 phase diagram. The horizontal lines correspond
to the constant values of µ̃/T̃ for which the free entropy curves in Figs.4 and 5 were plotted. The orange,
continuous red and dotted red lines are in correlation with Figs. 4 and 5. Solutions are stable only inside the
orange region on the left. As Θ0 is increased, one of the eigenvalues changes its sign and we enter into the
unstable regions, depicted in yellow. Further to the right, a second eigenvalue instabilizes in the light yellow
area, as the solutions develops a power law edge. In that region, the angular span becomes non-monotonic,
and consequently the scalar correlator takes a swallow tail form. For larger values of Θ0 and well inside the
unstable region, the mass as a function of the central density develops a maximum, at the positions depicted
by the grey dots for the particular cases of Figs. 2 and 3. Coincidentally, the power law edge disappears,
together with the swallow tail correlator. Notice that, in particular, this diagram implies that all the plots
of Figs. 2 and 3 correspond to unstable solutions.
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V. DISCUSSION
We studied the thermodynamic stability of a holographic neutron star at nite temperature.
As previously reported [23], density proles manifest the rich core - halo structure known from the
asymptotically at case [21]. A dense core and diluted halo are present at large central degeneracies
Θ0, and disappear as the central degeneracy becomes negative. As the central temperature T̃0 is
increased, the initially sharp end of the star density prole as a function of the radius degenerates
into a power law. This precedes a maximum on the total mass M̃ as a function of the central
density, i.e. a turning point. We probed the background with the scattering of a massive Euclidean
particle, obtaining the spanned angle ∆ϕ as a function of the minimum radius r∗ reached by the
particle trajectory. We observed that, at the region of parameters where the density prole has a
power law edge, this function is non-monotonic.
From the holographic perspective, we calculated the grand canonical free entropy and perform
a Katz equilibrium analysis. We found that the system has a stable branch that destabilizes at a
certain temperature and never stabilizes again. We calculated the holographic two point correlator
of a scalar operator in the large conformal dimension limit, and verify that the non-monotonicity
of the scattering problem gives rise to a correlator with a non-vanishing angular derivative at an
angular separation of π. Interestingly, such a behavior manifests only inside the unstable branches,
where we also observed bulk proles with a power law edge, and a turning point in the total mass.
As a main conclusion of the present work, the presence of a power law edge in the density prole,
or of a non-monotonic scattering problem, can be taken as a signature of an unstable background
from the bulk perspective. In this way, the appearance of a power law characteristic of a continuous
phase transition is manifest in the bulk. Conversely, from the holographic point of view, a correlator
with a non-vanishing derivative at an angular separation of π, is an indicator of a phase transition.
Since after the onset of the instability the system goes into the gravitational collapse, we identify
such phase transition as the connement to deconnement one, generalizing former results [24, 25]
to the to nite temperature case. Interestingly, the instability shows up prior to the turning point,
a behaviour that is consistent with what is known from at space [30, 35, 36].
Further steps on this research would be: (i) to investigate the physical reason for which the
swallow tail structure of the correlator shows up coincidentally with the power law edge on the
density proles, (ii) to understand why these behaviors appear inside the unstable branches of the
free entropy and prior to the turning point on the mass as a function of the central density; (iii)
to reproduce the swallow tail structure out of the large conformal dimension limit, and (iv) to
understand the relation between thermodynamical and dynamical instabilities [37, 39].
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Appendix A: Details on the bulk state
a. The model We want to describe the thermodynamics of a very large number of neutral self-
gravitating fermions in equilibrium in 3 + 1 dimensions in global AdS spacetime. We approximate
the dynamics with a perfect uid coupled to the gravitational eld. We use the action
S = SGravity + SFluid . (A1)







−g (R− 2Λ) , (A2)
where Λ = −3/L2 being L the AdS length, and we chose natural units such that ~ = c = kB = 1





−g (−ρ+ σ uµ (∂µφ+ θ ∂µs) + λ (uµuµ + 1)) , (A3)
where ρ is the uid energy density taken as a function of the uid particle density σ and s the
entropy per particle, while uµ is its four-velocity. The variables φ, θ and λ are auxiliary Lagrange
multipliers, enforcing that the particle number σ and the entropy density σs are conserved, and
that the four-velocity uµ is a time-like unit vector. The resulting equations of motion read
σ (∂µφ+ θ ∂µs) = −λuµ , (A4)
uµ (∂µφ+ θ ∂µs) = µ , (A5)
uµu
µ = −1 , (A6)
∂µ (σu
µ) = 0 , (A7)
∂µ (σs u
µ) = 0 , (A8)
uµ∂µθ = −T , (A9)
Gµν + Λgµν = 8πG (Pgµν + (P + ρ)uµuν) . (A10)
In these equations we have dened the local chemical potential µ ≡ dρ/dσ, local temperature
σ T ≡ dρ/ds, and pressure P ≡ −ρ + µσ. The equations in the rst two lines x the auxiliary
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variables, implying λ = µσ and ∂µφ + θ ∂µs = −µuµ. The third imposes that the four-velocity is
unitary and time-like. The next two lines correspond to the conservation of the particle current
σuµ and the entropy current σsuµ. Then we dene the temperature as the proper time derivative
of the thermasy θ. The last line contains the Einstein equations.
The above equations of motion need to be supplemented with a explicit dependence of ρ in σ
and s. In the limit mL  1, in which there is a large number of particles within one AdS radius
















where g is the number of fermionic species or spin degeneracy, the integration runs over all mo-
mentum space, and f(p) is the Fermi distribution for a fermion of mass m with local temperature








b. The Ansatz We solved the above equations of motion with a stationary spherically sym-
metric neutron star Ansatz with the form
ds2 = L2(−eν(r)dt2 + eλ(r)dr2 + r2dΩ22), (A14)
uµ = u(r)∂t , (A15)
where dΩ22 = dϑ
2 + sin2ϑ dϕ2 is a two-sphere. The local temperature T and chemical potential µ















equations (A4)-(A10) become the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions of Tolman and Klein
e
ν
2 T̃ = constant , (A18)
e
ν
2 µ̃ = constant , (A19)
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In the above expressions to we have written the dimensionless combinations T̃ = T/m and µ̃ = µ/m
for the temperature and chemical potential. The constants are obtained by evaluating the expression
at a reference point, conventionally taken at r = 0. Moreover, we have re-scaled the density
ρ̃ = GL2ρ and pressure P̃ = GL2P . They are obtained from (A11) and (A12) rewritten in terms
of the variable ε =
√























where γ2 = gGL2m4/2π2.
By expanding the equations (A20) and (A21) around the center of the conguration r = 0, we
obtain the boundary conditions that correspond to a regular metric, as
M̃(0) = 0, (A24)
χ(0) = 0, (A25)
T̃ (0) = T̃0, (A26)
µ̃(0) = µ0 ≡ Θ0T̃0 + 1. (A27)
Here Θ0 is called the central degeneracy, and we used it as a way to parameterize the central
chemical potential. Families of solutions are then indexed by the parameters (T̃0,Θ0.γ
2).
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Appendix B: Details on space-like geodesics
In order to probe the resulting gravitational background, we study the scattering of a massive








Here m is the mass of the particle, xµ(τE) describes the geodesic in terms of an Euclidean parameter
τE , and a prime (






r2 + eλ(r)r′2 , (B2)
where we specialized to constant time t′ = 0 and chose coordinates such that the trajectory lies in
the equator of the sphere ϑ = π/2. Moreover we xed the reparametrization gauge as τE = ϕ. The






The value of r∗ coincides with the value of the coordinate r at tip of the trajectory, dened as the
point at which r′ = 0. It can be used to label dierent geodesics by their minimum approach r∗ to
the center of the geometry.
We are interested in geodesics starting at a very large radius rε, falling into the geometry up to
a minimum radius r∗, and then bouncing back into the asymptotic region, spanning a total angle
∆ϕ (see Fig.1). Then, our boundary conditions are
r|ϕ=0 = r|ϕ=∆ϕ = rε , (B4)








Solving (B3) for the velocity r′ and using the fact that the trajectory is symmetric around its tip,













For r∗ = 0 we have no scattering and then ∆ϕ = π. On the other hand in the limit of very large
r∗ we get ∆ϕ = 0, implying a backward scattering. In the intermediate region, the behaviour of
∆ϕ can be either monotonic or non-monotonic. In the last case, the same angle ∆ϕ is spanned by
geodesics with dierent values of the minimum approach radius r∗.
Due to the symmetries of the problem, a value of ∆ϕ larger than π is not physically dierent
from the value smaller than π obtained by the transformation ∆ϕ → 2π −∆ϕ. This is evident in
Fig.1. Thus, in what follows we restrict ∆ϕ to values smaller than π, applying such transformation
whenever the integral (B6) returns a value larger than π. This may result in a non-monotonic
behaviour of ∆ϕ as a function of r∗, see Fig.8.
∆ϕ with multiple values of r∗
∆ϕ with a single value of r∗
FIG. 8. The angle ∆ϕ as a function of the tip position r∗. Whenever the integral (B6) returns a value
larger than π (dotted curve), it must be mapped to 2π−∆ϕ (continuous curve). Notice that this results in
a non-monotonic behavior, with three dierent values of r∗ returning the same value of ∆ϕ, for ∆ϕ close
enough to π.
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Appendix C: Details on the correlator of a scalar operator
In order to probe the eld theory on the boundary, we consider a scalar operator, and we used
the dictionary of the AdS/CFT correspondence to evaluate its two-point correlator. We consider
two points in the boundary sphere, separated by an angle ∆ϕ at xed Euclidean time. In the limit




−SE on−shellParticle (∆ϕ), (C1)
where the exponent is the Euclidean particle action (B1) evaluated on shell, and rε is an UV bulk
regulator, whose power is included in the pre-factor in order to get a nite result. Solving (B3) for
r′ and plugging back into (B2), we obtain the Euclidean action as











where we have included the same cuto rε.
Equation (C2) gives the on-shell action as a function of the position of tip if the geodesic r∗.
Equation (B6) on the other hand, provide ∆ϕ as a function of the same variable. This allows us to
parametrically plot the the on-shell action as a function of the angular separation. Interestingly, for
the cases in which ∆ϕ is non-monotonic as a function of r∗ that we studied in section B, there are
three values of SE on−shellParticle for a single value of ∆ϕ, i.e. the Euclidean particle action become multi-
valued. The correlator is then given by the absolute minimum of the Euclidean particle action,
which corresponds to the smaller branch of the multi-valued function.
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